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1. Agenda Bashing (5 minutes) Chair
   - Election of scribes
   - Jabber: ipdvb@jabber.ietf.org

2. Document Status (3 minutes) Chair
3.1 MIB for DVB-RCS (5 minutes) Stephane Combes
3.2 Security Extension (15 minutes) Michael Noisternig
3.3 ROHC/IPDVB (15 minutes) Carsten Borman

4. Discussion of next steps (10 minutes)
2. Document Status

Gorry Fairhurst <gorry@erg.abdn.ac.uk>
Published RFCs:
   RFC 5458 IPDVB Security Requirements (INFO)
   RFC 4326 ULE Extension Headers (PS)

RFC Ed Queue:
   None.

IESG Review:
   DVB-RCS MIB (MIB Doctor Review)

Documents in IETF Last Call:
   None.

Adopted WG I-Ds:
   None.
Draft of a WG Architecture ID - Done
Draft of a WG ID on the new Encapsulation - Done
Submit Architecture to IESG - Done
Draft of a WG ID on the AR Framework - Done
Submit Encapsulation to IESG - Done
Draft of a WG ID defining Security Requirements - Done
Submit AR Framework to IESG - Done
Submit ULE Security Requirements to IESG - Done

Draft of a WG ID defining an IP Address Resolution (AR) protocol
Submit AR Protocol to IESG

Progress the Encapsulation RFC along the IETF standards track
Please sign the Blue Sheets!